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PROFILE
Whilst still a student, Adam established and managed
a web design Company to help fund his degree. He
then worked at Warwick House Chambers as a legal
researcher on a four month financial fraud trial before
undertaking his pupillage in the same set. Adam has sat
on a number of housing and charitable committees
within the Corporation of London.

EDUCATION

MEMBERSHIP

B.A., (Hons.), University of Durham.

Call to the Bar, Gray’s Inn, 2011.

G.D.L., BPP Law School.

Member of the Court of Common Council in the City of
London, 2013.

B.P.T.C., College of Law.

Principal Patron of the Barbican Arts Centre.

PRACTICE
Adam undertakes a full range of civil paperwork and court instructions including:
Aviation law.
Commercial/ housing/ bankruptcy and trust disputes.
Cyber law.
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AVIATION
Adam welcomes court and paperwork
instructions, from both solicitors and airlines
directly, in the following statement areas:

PUBLICATIONS
Adam is a significant contributor to the Cyber Crime
– Law and Practice book. This is the first book to
tackle the fast-growing topic of cybercrime.

Compensation claims for delay,
cancellation or denied boarding.
Montreal Convention claims.
Claims arising from unruly passengers.

COMMERCIAL
Adam undertakes cases both in the County Court
and in the High Court. He has had experience in
the following:
Trusts.
Bankruptcy.
Housing.
Financial fraud.
In R v Washington, Adam was instructed to handle
an appeal by way of case stated from the
Oxford Crown Court regarding an offence under
The Malicious Communications Act.

CYBER
Adam has started to develop his cyber law
practice, when he established his own computerprogramming company. His experience with web
design, social networking and cybercrime helped
him in both the understanding and preparation of
cases.
In Gateway Homes/ Statman v Brown,
Adam represented one of the claimants
in a trial in the High Court regarding
issues with an online harassment
campaign deriding a Company, breach
of confidentiality and causing damage to
the claimant’s reputation.
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